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AltaVista

Garden Connection
What Have We Been Doing?
Sheltering in Place Activities

Article: AVGC Members

Robyn Grant ~ I have been walking outside and enjoying the
blossoms and daﬀodils which are everywhere. I am also following the
exercise program from the YMCA on facebook. Thanks to all the rain
I have been weeding like a maniac.
Diane Benjamin ~ I've
attached a photo of some
plants I am growing in my
propagation unit in the garage. Can’t wait until I can
plant them in my garden. I've
spent most of my time in the
garden, the rest I've wasted.
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What’s Inside

Kathy Gean ~ Made banana bread, bread, sushi. Been working on
the front planter around the house and planting my roses, peonies and
iris in it. The daﬀodils and tulips are up and gorgeous! Also thinking of
a way to smother my hubby with a pillow. LOL!
Lauren Newington ~ Teaching online, Gardening, Reading & Crafting.
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JANUARY 28TH, AVGC MEETING: CONTAINER GARDENING

Speaker: Angela Mazella
Photo: Stephen Brubaker

If you plant in the ground, rabbits
and desert rats will consume the new
foliage. Pocket gophers will swallow the
plant whole from underground. And
your plantings may freeze in the winter.
Planting in containers gives young
plants a leg up on surviving predation by
hungry animals. A potted plant can be
moved indoors to dodge untimely frosts,
And yes, containers add structural
interest to the garden.
(Left) Minimum height to deter bunnies from jumping into
container plantings. (Right) A-Thriller B-Filler C-Spiller
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Letter from
President Nicki
A Profound Thanks to Everyone
Come back little Horned Toads

I want to thank all the members of AVGC, who have leapt into the breech
and taken over for me during my recent health crisis. YOU ARE WONDERFUL, YOU ARE EXCEPTIONAL, YOU ARE INSPIRATIONAL!! I am so
grateful for the cards, emails, and calls from so many of you. I have gotten
strength from each and every one.
I'm hoping to see quail in my driveway again.
What a catastrophe, therefore, that here in our
little piece of Paradise in the lovely state of Arizona, When I moved here, had to shoo them away to
we are enduring an event which is probably the most back my car out. Now they are uncommon. Vista
Park, which is just chaparral and hiking trails at the
negatively-memorable time in our lives. Not since
World War II, has the entire world population been end of my street, was home to several coveys which
battling something which is a real threat to life as we would come up to the yards to peck. I am looking
know it. However, I can’t help but be thankful that
we live where the virus, although present in our
population, is not rampaging its way through our
predominantly senior population.
The Corona virus shutdown actually has had a
positive eﬀect on something we gardeners cherish Mother Earth. She is seeing the eﬀect of greatly
reduced human impact on her bosom. Pollution is
diminished to the extent that landscapes that have
not been visible for decades in parts of the world
have reappeared. Wildlife is re-establishing itself in
areas where it has been greatly diminished due to
human intrusion.

Seen This Guy in Your Backyard?
El Jefe, the Arizona Jaguar

especially for the Arizona horned toad, which is
I've seen several Facebook posts from Quad
greatly reduced throughout its entire range.
Cities residents about seeing javelina in neighborhoods where they don’t normally forage (including
Garden Clubbers, we have quite a challenge
this one, Bedrock), numerous bobcats, more coyotes, ahead of us to make up lost ground, to organize a
and in one case, a jaguar which has not been seen in Garden Tour in 2021, and to plan for our turn to
this range for ages. One jaguar is known to range far host Northern District Meeting all the while doing
and wide from his home range in the Santa Rita
what it takes to remain safe and well.
mountains near Tucson. There is a link to a video of
Once more into the breech, dear friends, once
him on the AZ Fish and Game website: www.azfgd/ more into the breech.
jaguar.
See you at our next meeting (whenever).
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Carol Westfall ~ I've been out in the yard gathering and pruning the branches that fell during the wet
snow! We live on a corner lot, and so far, almost 2/3 of the perimeter has a 'fence" made up of the fallen
branches and the pruned branches.
Just think...if we all spent 2 hours in our yards, we could have the most beautiful Spring ever!
Chris Robinson ~ I have been painting my fairies & their houses for my Fairy Garden. There are 9
houses in the garden now & I have 2 more in the works!! - Most of them I have "refurbished" old birdhouses, added doors & windows & repainted a few bits of decor!! There are about 12 fairies - still need to
paint about 4 or 5 of them - had these a long time - in my last garden which was on the Garden Tour twice.
I have the perfect "spot" in this garden to make a "village"!!! Last month I just finished building a new
garden room, named "The Tavern", with a paved patio & fireplace - it is my version of the English Pub took me about 2 weeks to build the stone fireplace, with elec. outlet included. Just love doing that kind of
thing. They are now well ahead of time for NEXT year's Garden Tour!!! Also been trimming & planting
some new shrubs - not much house cleaning UGH !!

Chris ~ Also wanted to share her TP earrings. Her friend in England
had a pair and then Chris's daughter found them for her on the internet.

Debbie Mathern ~ Renie and I
did some pruning and fertilizing in Pat
Moomey’s rose garden. I asked Pat if it
would be okay to have a pictures of us
with her in the next AVGC newsletter.
She liked the idea...
(CONT. ON PAGE 4)
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Robin Borok ~ What I've been doing
during our stay at home order: picked up
knitting again, cleaned out my craft closet,
am cooking more complex recipes. And wine,
lots of wine!😊 I hope everyone is staying
well. I can't wait until we can see each other
again!

Dianne Murphy ~ I’ve been sitting at my computer reading way too much—feel like a slug sometimes. My exercising is very important to me, so I continue to exercise at home. My husband and I go for
a walk almost every day, weather permitting. We had a lot of damage to our trees from the heavy snow, so
have been picking up branches and twigs. I planted a Mock Orange Shrub and a Dwarf Alberta Spruce. I
also planted celery, lettuce and asters in the same half barrel with the Spruce but some hungry critter
decided these were good little morsels to eat. I’m enjoying my hyacinths and daﬀodils which are blooming.
Of course, I’m always picking up the pine cones, which continue to fall. I’ve also been doing a bit more
cooking and have found some good recipes. We’ve been staying in touch with friends and families via email
and phone.

Rustic Italian Tortellini Soup
INGREDIENTS

· 3/4 pound Italian turkey sausage links, casings removed
· 1 medium onion, chopped
· 6 garlic cloves, minced
· 2 cans (14-1/2 ounces each) reduced-sodium chicken broth
· 1-3/4 cups water
· 1 can (14-1/2 ounces) diced tomatoes, undrained
· 1 package (9 ounces) refrigerated cheese tortellini
· 1 package (6 ounces) fresh baby spinach, coarsely chopped
· 2-1/4 teaspoons minced fresh basil or 3/4 teaspoon dried basil
· 1/4 teaspoon pepper
· Dash crushed red pepper flakes
· Shredded Parmesan cheese, optional
DIRECTIONS
· Crumble sausage into a Dutch oven; add onion. Cook and stir over medium heat until meat is

no longer pink.
. Add garlic; cook 1 minute longer. Stir in the broth, water and tomatoes. Bring to a boil.
· Add tortellini, return to a boil. Cook for 5-8 minutes or until almost tender, stirring occasionally.
Reduce heat, add the spinach, basil, pepper and pepper flakes. Cook 2-3 minutes longer or until spinach
is wilted and tortellini are tender. Serve with cheese, if desired.
(CONT. ON PAGE 5)
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Holly Bosch ~ I’ve been working on retention basins to hold rain water on my property. I am also
widening and flattening a game trail located on a slope, so water will be able to rest there instead of
draining down the hill.

Cynthe Brush ~ Bill and I are very busy with
work and volunteer web projects as clients and garden
clubs adapt strategies to continue on, when customers
are staying home and all social / sales events have been
cancelled. Thank goodness we work from home and
don't have to be anywhere in person! Grateful for all
the ways to stay in touch: email, texting, phone, video
conferencing, FaceTime, Facebook, etc.
Springtime's also a busy gardening season as plants
awaken from winter dormancy. I'm enjoying early fruit
tree blooms: apricot, peaches, and in the greenhouse,
the Meyer lemon is a riot of perfumed bloom, every
warm day attracting busy bees buzzing around as I
plant lots of veggie and flower starts. I'm delighting in
hundreds of daﬀodils brightening the property with
spring cheer.
Planted two kinds of blackberries in our new 30'
long raised bed. Also two elderberries (so we can make
our own syrup and jellies), and four more currants,
which do well in this climate. Am planting Ozark
strawberry starts ~ eight apiece ~ in the fruit tree
circles to attract pollinators, act as a living mulch, and
grow delicious strawberries, of course! Have pruned my
roses and now am awaiting iris bloom season.
(CONT. ON PAGE 6)
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Kathy Madeda ~ 3/25 This is how I have been passing my time, while being self-quarantined. In March,
Stephen and I updated our club's website. There are new articles, under Snaps, we have added flowers to the
articles. We have posted cancelled meetings and Gardeners' Day Out. I'm still
learning to upload our club's information into our new website. Stephen has
been a great teacher!
If you are out in your yard gardening, send me pictures of your new blooms,
birds back in your yard, and anything garden-related you want to share. I'll
make sure your pictures and brief descriptions of your gardening are on our
website.
Created new recipes. My baking was done on diﬀerent weeks!
Baked: Chocolate Chip Cookies. Irish Soda Bread, Baking Powder Biscuits and
Banana Bread.
Finished a crewel embroidery piece -- picture to follow
Knitted and finished a black shawl.
Read around 6 books. Started scrapbooking and completed a book with
my husband's pictures from childhood -- started this in December, finished
due to the shutdown. Working on a book with vacation pictures to Hawaii,
from 2001. Shopped online!
4/10 I finally finished the black & silver shawl I started in 2018!!
I have stopped baking this week, out of flour! Back to scrapbooking. I am
knitting a purple cowl, though. Between feeding the birds, knitting, and
reading this week, I have been busy!
Hope all is well with everyone.

Linda Smith ~ Gardening is what I have been doing mostly. And it is a happy day when the sun comes
out and warms my back when I am out there. Found some lovely plants and a stone owl at Mortimers. No
problem keeping social distance as there was almost no one there.
Indoors my husband and I have been working on jigsaw puzzles that I ordered. The latest one is a 1000
pieces and a real challenge. It is a painting by Edward Hopper called Chop Suey.
The daﬀodils are from bulbs I planted 2 years ago. And the amaryllis is a total surprise. It did nothing at
Christmas so I cut it down and put it in the garage and totally ignored it. But a couple of weeks ago as I was
backing out, I noticed a green shoot. So I brought it in, watered it, and this was my reward. Now it has a
second shoot about to bloom.
There was a nest a bird was
building in a wreath on the front
door. He finally moved on when he
found out I feed a neighborhood cat
close to the front door.
Well, I have rattled on too much.
Hope you are doing well.
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Vicki Hughes ~ I am new to the practice of "staying at home." I recently retired and am still trying
to keep track of the days of the week. While, I am enjoying staying at home, I sadly recognize for most of
the world, "staying at home" is because of the tragedy our world is battling.
I have compiled a list titled "What I will do when I retire." The list is long and I have managed to
tackle a couple of projects. I have only completed one... (reorganize my closet and donate a BUNCH of
stuﬀ). I've also added to my list by ordering a Pergola for the front yard sitting area, which of course we
need to assemble. I am still looking at my list and working a little bit at a time on several projects, which
doesn't produce obvious results.
I also am trying to carry on my Father's tradition. He was a heavy
equipment operator in Ohio, which meant he was laid oﬀ in the
winter. He declared his main responsibility was to keep the furniture
from floating around the living room. So far, I have been keeping the
sofa in its place.
I've been working on garden club newsletters. Have managed to
do some work in my garden, trimming my Trumpet Vine, which is
out of control. I'm very excited to see many Iris giving me buds this
year! I'm also hoping to begin taking walks, but the sofa has been
demanding my attention.
I'm so bad with my house plants, but the orchids rebloom for me
anyway.... I just realized two orchids that I knew had re-bloomed are
STILL in bloom! I kind of twirled them together for this photo. I'm
calling them Kissin' Cousins... hehe
Hoping you all stay healthy & safe and that we will see each other
again soon.
Karen Crossley ~ This is "What I did on my staycation!"
Orchids! I could never get them to bloom in California. Bought
all of these, but one, which was given to me, (Julie Streccius
Lessard) as a 'Manager's Special' at Fry's.
They are in a south facing window and I spray the roots
with Miracle Grow Orchid Food every two weeks. Also water
them about every two weeks. I am thrilled with their beauty. I
hope I don't jinx them. LOL
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ANNOUNCING!
NEW Online 'Kaleidoscope of Color' Store for Prescott Area Iris Society Iris

ARTICLE & IMAGE:
Cynthe Brush

As of 5-1-20, PAIS will have an online store www.PaisIRISstore.com to sell 1200 potted iris we have
been care taking since last year. These iris are all hardy in our high elevation climate. The online store
automatically adapts to the viewing platform: desktop or laptop computers, tablets or mobile phones,
making it very versatile for shoppers.
Since the annual Kaleidoscope of Color
show's venue was cancelled by the City of
Prescott (due to community health concerns),
a few dedicated PAIS members have been
working diligently on this huge project for the
past month.
We are very excited to share it with local
garden clubs and Arizona's avid iris fans. Mark
the date, so you can browse the 142 diﬀerent
cultivars PAIS is oﬀering for sale. Plan on
placing orders to beautify your gardens which
will support PAIS many 2020 charitable
projects.

Happy

May,
June &
July
Birthdays!

Stuﬀ To Know
NEED TO MISS A MEETING?
Let us know by email or phone:
Cynthe Brush: 928-778-0543 (hm)
mudwoman@greyvisual.com
Kathy Madeda: 928-717-0177 (hm)
kbmadeda@msn.com

AVGC is a member of the Arizona
Federation of Garden Clubs & the
National Garden Clubs, Inc.
Our quarterly newsletter is published
by AVGC, Prescott Arizona USA
Circulation: 45
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The Hungry Kids Project
ANNUAL REPORT SCHOOL YEAR: 2018-19
PHOTO: Nancy

Stelow

At our February meeting,, AVGC Members,who
wished to participate, donated a generous stash of
food items for the Hungry Kids Project.

MISSION: The Hungry Kids (HK) Project’s
mission is to prepare our students to learn by
eliminating childhood hunger in The Chino
Valley Schools (CVUSD and Mingus Springs
Charter School), Humboldt, Mayer and Prescott
Unified School Districts.
AVERAGE # STUDENTS SERVED/WEEK:
623 over 4 school districts and a charter school.
This represents a 6% increase over last year.
SUCCESSES:
1) All four districts’ projects served EVERY student identified by school staﬀ as needing weekend food.
2) An average of 623 students per week received food packs.
3) The Food Neighbor Program joined Hungry Kids and provided increased numbers of food item to
both CVUSD and MUSD. Community recognition for the CVUSD program was highlighted by the high
school student who played a major role in initiating the Chino Valley Food Neighbor Program.
4) HUSD: Thanks to numerous volunteers, especially the Early Bird Lions, the Student Councils of
HUSD schools gathered enough food items for six weeks of food in their food drive.
5) HK CVUSD added over 40 students per week for the second year in a row..
6) Both HUSD and PUSD served pre-school programs in their areas (3 Head Start Programs and
Discovery Gardens respectively).
GOALS FOR 2018-2019 School Year were:
1) To serve every student identified by school staﬀ in all 4 districts as needing weekend food.
2) Raise the food budget of over $150,000 in donations and food contributions for 4 school districts
(PUSD, HUSD, CVUSD, MUSD).
STORY from a PUSD Senior – At the end of the school year last year, a young man came to the food
service oﬃce. He brought in a bag of canned foods. He explained that for the past 6 years he had been a
recipient of Hungry Kids food packs. Those packs had helped him and his family through some very tough
years. His father s finally back working and they wanted to make this contribution to the program. As a
graduating senior he wanted the Project to know that he would not be needing the packs any more.
CONTACTS: RON BARNES: 445.5300; CARL BROWN: 717.1050, happyrock@cableone.net
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'WHAT'S IN BLOOM' FEBRUARY, MARCH & APRIL
PHOTOS: AVGC Members' Gardens & around town
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